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Product Details:

Brass Single Line
Magnetic Bracelet

Brass Double Line
Magnetic Bracelet

Pure SS Single
Line Magnetic
Bracelet

Pure SS Double
Line Magnetic
Bracelet

Pure Titanium
Single Line
Magnetic Bracelet

Pure Titanium
Double Line
Magnetic Bracelet
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Code: SEMB03
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Code: SEMB04
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Code: SEMB05
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Code: SEMB06
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Now days Magnetic Bracelets are widely used to solve many health problems
related to diabetes, blood pressure problems, some of dangerous pains of a
human body.
So, the scientist has found that the most of the problems in the human body are
due to the abnormal flow of blood through the human body.
They discover that The Magnetic Therapy is most useful to solve the pain and
stress problems, By the use of Our Magnetic Bracelet one can free from daily
radiations and pollution problems and one of the most dangerous problems of
21st century, EMR (Electro Magnetic Radiations).
The Electro Magnetic Radiation is daily emitted by our surrounding life serving
equipments like Refrigerators, Microwave ovens, Televisions, and mostly used
Mobile phones.
The Bio Magnetic Bracelet is able to protect you from this daily life problems
including stress also. Our Magnetic Bracelets is also helpful to standout with the
ageing problems.
Our Magnetic Bracelets having healthy elements like ND Magnets, Germanium
Metal Balls, Pure Titanium Metal body.
By the use of Our Magnetic Bracelet you can solve health problems of you and
your loved ones. so keep healthy using Our Pure Titanium Magnetic Bracelets.
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Bio Magnetic Therapy is the application of magnets to the body to stimulate the
nerves and create a better blood flow to various parts of the body. In turn, this
helps the organs and glands to function better. Medicine itself is considered

irrelevant as no medicine is orally fed or injected with magnetic therapy. It is a
clinical system in which the human ailments are treated with magnets of various
size and strengths and use both north and south poles together or individually.
Magnetized water and juices are also used in conjunction with magnet
application.

How to use Magnetic Bracelet
Iron makes up about 4% of the blood that flows through the body. Since iron is
attracted to magnets, when magnetic objects are placed on a specific area of the
body this attracts the blood flow to that area. This brings increased oxygen and
nutrients to the area and the muscles, since they are also getting increased blow
flow, tend to lengthen and become more relaxed. In a typical treatment, small
magnets are attached to the acupuncture points of the body by means of
adhesive tape. As the magnets polarize they act in a pulsating manner much like
that of manipulating acupuncture needles, with the exception that there is no
insertion of needles into the body and no pain associated with this therapy.

Magnetic Therapy Benefit
Bio Magnets is a natural way of stimulating your body to combat pain.
 Arthritis & rheumatism
 Bio Magnetic Bracelet Will Help To Improves immune power.
 Bio Magnetic Bracelet Help To Regulates Blood Pressure.
 Prevent or reverse infections states and degenerative diseases
 Promote metabolic processing of toxins
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 Carpal syndrome
 Naturally increase the production of melatonin and the growth of hormone
naturally
 To Use Of Bio Magnetic Therapy Enhances Energy Level.
 Enhances body, brain & mental power
 Help all type of chronic & critical disease.
 Bio Magnetic Bracelet Will Help To Improves Top To Bottom Blood
Circulation
 To Use of Bio Magnetic Therapy Fights against cancer.

Reduce Carpal syndrome

Improve Immune Power

Control Blood Pressure

Helps For Asthma patients
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